Welcome to the Tuggies Tele, a weekly view of what’s been happening on and
off the ground at the Mighty Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club!

LATEST CLUB NEWS
2nd Grade wins the GF!!!

First silverware of the season secured as 2’s defeat Wests by 9 runs!!!
Full report later.
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Christmas Party!

Great to see another big turnout to the TVCC Christmas party/Fines night!
Big thanks to Pina who put in about 14 hours behind the bar and to Bek for
organising all the fun and games. Shout out to Crush the bus driver who on top
of his Vice Prez and organising duties took the revellers out to town on the
Vikings party bus!

Match Reports:
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1st Grade
Super Skipper is obviously off fishing already!
My Cricket tells me that Vanders 4/67 off 25 overs and Panda 3/25 from 15 did
a great job on day one. Vanders in particular hard done by due to some sort of
brain snap from skipper Barrington that saw G Miller take up residence in the
cordon. Cue Grunter grassing a chance off the dangerous Spaseski and Vanders
denied a well-deserved 5 fa. Eastlake all out for 281.
Day 2 and Amit played an amazing innings of 137 to secure his maiden 1 st
grade ton after coming close the previous match against Queanbeyan. Amit,
well supported by Captain Barrington but when he was fired for 37 Tuggies had
its traditional wobble losing 4/40 odd before Grant Miller and TVT built on a
new found bond that was developed Thursday Night post training to see home a
great 4 wicket win for the boys from the valley!

Amit Blazing yet another boundary through the Cover-Point region on his way to 137
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100* at Lunch

“Team Blizzard” celebrates their new found bond by guiding the good guys home with an
unbeaten 27 run partnership
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2nd Grade
One Day Grand Final
Grand Final Day and the lads (and ladette) in red took on Wests at the home of
cricket. Winning the toss and batting was a handy result – Not only because the
pitch was flat but also the fact the VC and ‘keeper was busy mini golfing at
Weston Park (family club!).
As I tucked into some birthday cake, Facebook updates told me we were off to a
flyer, Jugs and the Semi Final Hero (SFH) T Flo taking us to 0/63 after 10
overs. Great start! Upon arrival at the home of Cricket however, things had
changed with Jugs (23 off 35) and the SFH (37 from 51) both cooling their
heels back in the Pavillion.
Kean “Lisa Sthalekar” Senaratne and Benji Floros now taking on the Wests
attack. Benji looking classy as always on his way 44 off 53 before he became
the third wicket to fall - TVCC now 3/161 after 34 overs and laying a platform
to launch at the last 10 overs with wickets in hand.
Kean departed next for a patient and innings anchoring 50 off 79. Followed by
Jayden Pappas for a quick fire 19 off 23. 5/192 with 10 overs to go, and still
some wickets in hand, could the red men and lady still cash in on the last 10?
The answer was a resounding no as Ollie Anable ripped through the Vikings tail
on his way to 5/32 off his 10. The Sydney Thunders Erin Osbourne out next for
3 as the bus crashed again! Adam Seary (12), Craig Devoy (duck), Sammy
Burge (3), and G Hammond (9) all falling victim to Anable to leave the Valley
under par and all out for 223 from 49 overs. Justin Barrington stranded on 4*
from 5 rocks and looking the goods for someone who normally doesn’t get
much of a bat.
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Jugs noodling his way to 23 & Kean on his way to 50 (and GFH status if he knew to self
declare)

With an under par score we knew we would have to bowl good areas and apply
early pressure to somehow get back in the game. Early on there was some good
chat around invoking the ‘Griffo rule’ of one in the first five overs and Benji
(2/45 off 9) duly obliged, removing the westies opener with a cracking inswinging yorker. 1/14 became 2/15 the next over when Justin Barrington (2/27
off 8 straight) trapped the dangerous Pete Mckell in front. JB following up by
nicking off the no. 3 a couple of overs later. The Valley kept coming hard with
the pressure and rewarded with an Adam Seary run out to have Westies
teetering at 4/49 after the first 12 overs.
Following the Valleys strong start westies mounted a mini recovery as Perry
and Vendrasco put on 40 before our resident southern star Erin Osbourne started
to turn the screws.
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Westies had no answers to the flight and areas bowled by Erin and were forced
to shut up shop, in fact the first time Perry showed any intent against the
‘SOCL’ she snapped up a superb return catch, followed two balls later with a
sharp catch to Jugs at slip.
Erin finishing her day with an excellent 2/25 off 10 overs to put the Valley back
on the right side of the required rate. Wests 6/90 after 23 overs and when Craig
Devoy (1/21 from 7) was rewarded for his pressure and grabbed a LBW, TVCC
were right on top with Wests 7/112 after 30.

Erin turning the screws as a nervous Wests gallery watches on

Verdrasco, battling cramps, was still at the crease however and never gave up
on the chase, combining with Ada to take Wests from:
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7/112 after 30
7/130 after 35
7/157 after 40 and;
7/182 after 42 as Verdraso took a liking to the spin of the SFH (0/26 from 4)
and the Skip, fresh from a 6 fa the day before (0/24 from 3).
With 42 runs required from the final 42 balls we were set for a grandstand
finish, which meant the ball had to go to one man – Adam Onus! His first over
of his second spell an excellent example of death bowling, restricting Wests to
just one run from the over.

Fast Bowling (at the death) is easy!!!
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Next Onus over and we were ready for more the same, however Verdasco
pushed a two and then a towering six from a near waist high fully saw Wests
now needing 26 from 27 deliveries. Adz, back to his to his mark and charging
in again… BOWLED HIM!!! Classic Adam Onus ball at the death – Old ball
tailing in and taking middle as Verdrasco tried to hit out again – Dismissed for a
heroic 94 from 95 balls.
With the old ball looking hard to score against Benji (stress fractures and all)
was asked for one last effort and duly replied when Ada chipped one to Adam
Seary. Wests now 9 down and needing and now needing 18 from 18. Ads
again hitting the right spot with 1 run from the first 5 deliveries of his next over
before an inside edge off the last got past Hammond to give Westies a sniff – 13
from 12 required…
Benji Floros’ turn to go again and he produced the goods! Bowling with the
kind of control we would like in his early overs, producing a maiden when the
team needed it most.
That meant 13 required from the last over as Ads charged in again – And once
again he hit the right areas with his reverse swing, Westies tail enders struggling
to get him away – First ball was a dot, followed by 3 singles off the next 3. 10
to win off 2, Ads bowls, ball is driven straight, throws a foot out at it, stops it,
picks it up and completes the run out to see the Good Guys lift the cup!!!
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The moment TVCC secures the title!

Can’t believe Onus has done it again after the heroics documented in last
week’s edition!!!
An amazing game of ups and downs fitting of a final – Big thanks to the gallery
of support (including the lids off!) in the naughty corner as well as to all the
others that made it down – What a game!
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“The Naughty Corner” were in fine form.

Celebrating into the evening
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2 Day game v Eastlake
Another pleasant Saturday morning. Another game at the home of cricket, this
time against local Southside rivals Eastlake. With a One Day GF the following
day, winning the toss and batting was an ideal result. With the intention to bat
all day and give the bowlers a rest for the GF Bicko was thrown in at the top of
the order and alongside Kean got us off to a steady start. Bicko’s innings was
particularly satisfying for the amount of times he played and missed to Meerey
in between banging cover drives.
Kean was first out nicking down the legside before Jayden over reached to be
stumped. Bicko decided the best form of defence against the spinners was to
attack and duly snapped his groin charging down the wicket. Refusing to retire
hurt, Bicko bravely/stupidly decided to bat on despite not being able to move at
all and was quickly nicked off for 33. Honks came and went quicky to a Bat
Before Wicket decision, and at lunch the good guys had slumped to 4/80. Not
an ideal start at all!
After the break only Adam Seary (22) and Jugs (29) spent any considerable
time at the crease as the rest of the order was skittled by the delivering of Singh
who utilised the full 14.9 degrees as well as the umpires new interpretation of
leg or bat generally in the vicinity before wicket to finish with figures of 6/18
off 17 overs. Vikings all out for 121 on a good batting deck.
Still shell shocked from the events that had just transpired we thought we were
still a chance, not only due to our experienced bowling line up, but also due to
Umpire McTrigger’s apparent eagerness for a result! We didn’t have to wait
long before former TVCC player Denver Adolphus missed a Paul Nemes
delivery by two inches and was given out caught behind without an appeal from
the ‘keeper. Naturally there were discussions about recalling the batsmen,
particularly as it was off Nemsey (Darren Richards anyone), however in the end
two wrongs made a right and Denver was on his way.
At the other end Honks was pressing hard and bowling really well without luck
to finish with 0/23 off 14 straight. Nemesy at the other end with his tail up and
trying to impress the young pups started trying to bowl thunderbolts and lost
some of his natural shape, ending up with 1/23 off 7. Big Dan Burgess, straight
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off the red eye from Jakarta blew out some cobwebs to finish with an
economical 0/9 off 6 overs.
Eastlake were crawling along but doing enough to have the red men worried
1/40 odd was a good start chasing 121. With some of our usual front line
spinners absent though injury, travel or couldn’t be bothered playing, the skip
decided to have a roll himself. What a decision that was as Jugsy claimed six
quick wickets (He was bowling from the McTrigger end) 6/20 off 15! Add in a
run out from Kean and the Demons had gone from 1/44 to 8/64.
Eastlake put on a mini partnership to move to 8/90 before Benny Haywood (1/6
off 6) claimed his first. Young Tyler Hays 0/13 off 3 was good again however
was denied a longer spell when Singh was last out - Run out (maybe?) at the
McTrigger end just before stumps – Eastlake all out for 97.
Day 2 and the good guys started building on their overnight lead with a solid
opening partnership of 84. Kean smashing the cover off one to the keeper early
doors but saved by McTrigger who was now McHolster after some feedback
must have gotten back to him from last week. Kean was eventually on his way
for 35 and Bicko carried on his form and injury from the previous week to notch
his maiden 2nd grade 50!
Talk turned to declaration targets, but in true tuggies fashion this confidence
was misplaced as soon after Bicko was out for 55 and Singh set about using the
full 14.9 to once again trigger a mini collapse involving Pappas (13), Seary (9),
Hays (10) & Devoy (26).
Jugs (49) and Big Dan Burgess (13*) then combined to steady the ship and shun
quick singles as the lead continued to build rapidly. When Jugs became Singh’s
6th wicket for the innings (12 for the match) it was decided that a lead of 237
was enough with just under 3 hours of play left in the day.
Eastlake came out swinging and were stifled by some great bowling from Big
Dan (0/5 off 3) and Honks. Benny Haywood (1/8 off 2) and Devoy (0/35 off 7)
replaced Dan so that he could follow from Honks’ end but never got the chance
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with Honky bowling 17 overs straight and looking dangerous in everyone of
them on his way to 5/56
Eastlake kept us guessing by appearing to go after the target then shutting up
shop then going after it again then shutting up shop again! In support of Honks
was that man Jugs at the other end picking up a couple of wickets and as stumps
approached the Demons only needed 30 runs with about 15 minutes left to play
and 2 wickets in hand. Eastlake looked certain to have a dip at the target but
when Honks picked up his 5th to leave them 9 fa, they once again shut up shop.
It was suggested to Jugsy to slow up his last over to the Eastlake bats, but pretty
sure this would have happened anyway due to him bowling 18 straight! Sure
enough Eastlake had shut up shop, but a slow half tracker down legside proved
too tempting, finding the top edge of a mistimed sweep to find super sub Matty
Reynolds take the match winning catch with about 5 minutes left on the clock!
Jugs ending up with 4/96 and 10 for the match!
2’s winning outright in what ended up another tight one! There is just a belief
now that we can win from anywhere, great mind set to be in!
3rd Grade
3rd grade arriving at Deakin with what looked to be a synthetic pitch (greener
than the outfield), won the toss and elected to bowl. Jack Adamson & Daniel
Hesse built the pressure early which created a brilliant run out in the 4th over
by Tom Seaman. Divish & Joel Coates coming on first change both grabbed
wickets to get us well on top having Eastlake 3/40odd.
Jake came on to bowl off-spin (the pitch helped a lot) got 4 wickets with
Michael Vale at the other end bowling an extremely tight spell 1/17 off 15
overs. 3rd grade also claiming a team hatrick with Eastlake setting us 156 for
the win.
With only 7 overs left in the day we unfortunately lost an early wicket although
finishing 1/25 at the end of days play.
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Arriving the second week we threw away early wickets losing 3/14 until Curtis
& Divish put on a match wining partnership of 111 securing us the win. Curtis
batted extremely well throughout the innings and hit his TVCC high score of 81
while Divish Scoring his 3rd 50 on the trot.
We declared at tea hoping for a chance of second innings points. The pace
bowlers bowled well without any luck and we were going to call the game
early. Jake came on and got 3 quick wickets although this wasn't enough to give
us any real shot at second innings so we called the game with Tuggies getting
First innings points!!!!
Tuggies 3rd grade currently sitting 2nd on the ladder.
Highlights:
C McMillan - 81
D Seethilal - 2/12 & 50
J Floros - 4/44 & 3/20
M Vale - 1/17
4th Grade
Won the toss and decided to have a bat on a wicket that looked a little green –
after all it was hot! Poo and the Midget opened up, getting us off to a good start
before we lost the first wicket at 38 when Matty played the pull shot his captain
instructed him to leave in his bag. David O’Keefe joined Poo who continued to
bat positively until he was beaten by a good one and was out for 41 (2/61).
Drew waddled into the middle and scored 25 of the next 28 runs before he was
gone (3/89).
Enter the Swanmonster who proceeded to tear their bowling apart. The
partnership reached 72 before David was adjudged LBW and was out for a well
compiled 32 off 86 balls; therefore displaying the patients I have regularly
talked about (4/161). Kieran joined the Swanmonster and together they put on a
quick dozen or so until an unfortunate and avoidable run out ended Swanny’s
great inning and he was gone for 61 off 48 balls (5/177) [Skippers Note:
Swanny is really a very angry man at times!].
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This is where the innings somewhat fell apart and only the skipper managed to
get double figures with the remainder contributing 7, 0, 0, 4, 0 and 0. Once
again our tail didn’t wag at all and we probably finished about 80 short of where
we should have ended up!
Our turn to bowl and with 24 overs required to finish the day the Eastlake
openers started in their usual very aggressive manner. Runs flowed all around
the ground and even a number of bowling changes failed to slow them at all.
After 8 overs they were scoring at 10 an over and the game might be lost on the
first day. Billy finally managed to get one of them to hit one in the direction of
a fielder and Matty responded well, taking a very good and well-judged diving
catch at deep point to snare the first wicket. Then enter the man of the moment,
Swanmonster. Niggling away at the opposition with his accurate darts he
hauled us back into the game with three wickets (all LBW – thanks Timmy!)
and then ended the day 4/110. Everything nice and evenly balanced.
Day 2 proved to be HOT!! Swanny opened with Billy and we got another early
wicket and now we were a huge chance of a win. They knuckled down to the
task at hand; keeping out the good ones and punishing the poor deliveries.
Regular 20 – 30 run partnerships pulled them close to the target and finally they
passed us 7 down. We finished off the last three wickets and they were all out
for 243. In a MOM performance Swanny finished with 5/39 off 6.2 overs to go
with his 61 runs.
It may have been a completely different outcome if we had batted a little better
or bowled with a little more luck. We should take note of how their lower order
approached the batting and learn from that. Still lots of work to do for everyone
in the team.
5th Grade
5th Grade Skip is also obviously enjoying a break from cricket and Jnr Hammo!
So once again we turn to MyCricket for the Goings on!
12th December vs Creek ‘Green’
Sent in by the Creek, and looks like they did a solid job 6/213 off the 45 overs,
Jessie Burge staring with 49 off 29 rocks!
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In reply Creek just getting it 6 down and 12 balls to spare - Waghmare taking a
nice 3/29 off 8 overs.
19th December vs Wests
Looks like the run of solid results comes to an end here with bit of a thumping
from Westies. All out for 164 with Stephenson the shining light with 40 batting
at 9!
Wests knocking the total off in 30 overs for the loss of only 3 wickets. Kahn
grabbing two of them on his way to 2/21 off 5.

CHISHOLM SNIPER
Seen through the scope this week, Look a likes:
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60 Seconds with the Sniper: Evan Kellar

How long have you been involved with TVCC?
I played junior cricket and then joined the senior cricket when I was 13 in 1986.
Share a highlight from your time at TVCC?
Winning premierships, especially the year we won both one-day and two day
finals. Playing in the same team as my brother and father
What do you hope to see/achieve this year with TVCC?
The players playing hard on the field and getting back to the club house to
mingle with all the grades and talk about the days play.
Best player you have played with?
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Steve Waugh sort of I was 12th man, in the same dressing room. For TVCC
John Robson, David Jeffrey and Greg Lemin for their all-around ability with
either bat, ball or field.
Best player you have played against?
Mark Cosgrove best innings 262 SA second 11 they scored 500 in a day! In
Canberra Peter Solway and Ian Garrity always scored runs against us.
Player to watch for the future?
Adam Onus, he has a knack of getting wickets in the big moments & winning
games.
Sent in on a green top – Who do you want batting for your life?
David Jeffrey, needs to get off the mark early though!
Bowling on a flattie – Who do you want bowling for your life?
Adam Ritchard, will keep running in all day.
Skied ball in a GF – Who do you want catching for your life?
Adam Blacka in the outfield and Brad Bretland in the slips.
Favourite way to spend a day off?
Hacking the Golf Course up
Funniest person at the club?
Tim Ferguson & Mick Porter always up for a beer and a laugh.
Best flavoured cordial at drinks?
Tugges Red
Favourite post match drink?
Rum Rum Rum
Best Dummy spit/funniest moment you have seen?
Funny/Embarrassing moment for me. Playing at Adelaide number 2 and I
bowled a ball and it got wacked straight over my head. It was big so I just
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turned around with my head down walking back to my mark, 2 steps later the
ball comes thundering towards me after it has crashed half way up an oak tree,
not missing a stride I pick the ball up on the way back to my mark with some
serious damage to the ball, I am thinking where is the next ball going! Another
game hearing a rustling noise as the fast bowler from the opposition was
running in to bowl on a 40 degree day? He had a garbage bag underneath his
whites trying to lose weight!
How would you spend your last $20?
Bet on a horse with the name Black in it.

TVCC SPONSOR’S FOR 2015/16:
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TUGGIES THEME SONG
‘Here we are, here we are, the Tuggies boys have won!
We smashed you all with bat and ball and chased down all your
runs!
Soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bring on all your teams, we’ll put you to the test!
‘Cause we’re the Valley Vikings boys and we’re the very best!’
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